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Annual Governance Statement regarding defined 
contribution benefits held in The Oracle UK Pension Plan 
1. Introduction  

1.1. This Annual Governance Statement (“Statement”) has been prepared by the Dalriada Trustees 
Limited (“the Trustee”), the Trustee of The Oracle UK Pension Plan (“the Plan”).  It reports on 
compliance with the governance standards that apply to defined contribution (DC) arrangements 
which are designed to help members achieve good outcomes from their pension savings.      

1.2. The Plan was closed to future accrual on 31 December 2010.  Prior to 1 June 2004 members DC 
benefits were subject to a defined benefit (DB) underpin.  Further details relating to the DB 
underpin are provided in section 2 of this Statement.    

1.3. This Statement covers the Plan year 1 June 2020 to 31 May 2021 (“the Plan year”). 

1.4. The Trustee will publish this Statement on a publicly accessible website available here: 
https://myoraclepension.com/index.html    

2. The Plan’s DC arrangements 

2.1. Over the Plan year, the Plan’s DC arrangements were held across two separate Sections, as follows:  

2.1.1. Section 1: this Section consists of two different types of funds held by members; Core 
Funds and Non-Core Funds.   

 Core Funds: these funds are subject to a DB underpin whereby if the value of an 
individual’s benefits are less than the DB underpin at retirement, the individual will 
receive a guaranteed pension in respect of their Section 1 Core funds.  If the Section 
1 Core funds are greater than the DB underpin, these benefits are treated as DC 
benefits.   

 Non-Core Funds: these funds are treated as pure DC benefits.   

2.1.2. Section 2: all funds held through Section 2 of the Plan are treated as pure DC benefits.    

3. The DC Section’s default investment arrangement 

3.1. Over the Plan year, the Plan had three default investment arrangements for the purposes of the 
Regulations.  The default investment arrangement that applies varies between Section 1 and 
Section 2 of the Plan and depends upon the type and value of benefits held.   

When designing the default investment arrangements, the Trustee took into consideration the 
potential needs of Plan members as well as the Trustee’s own investment beliefs.  These default 
investment strategies were first implemented in 2016 following advice from the Trustee’s then 
investment adviser.  A strategic review was completed on 10 May 2018 which resulted in changes 
being made in 2019 following advice from the Trustee’s professional advisers. In December 2020, 
a further strategic review was completed with additional changes being made in 2021 following 
advice from the Trustee’s professional advisers. 
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Default investment arrangements design, aims, objectives and changes over the Plan year  

3.2. Section 1 Core Funds: the default investment arrangement for individuals that hold Core Funds 
through Section 1 of the Plan is the Oracle Diversified Growth Fund.   

3.2.1. The Oracle Diversified Growth Fund invests 80% in the Phoenix BlackRock Diversified 
Growth Fund and 20% in the Phoenix BlackRock Aquila MSCI Fund. 

3.2.2. It is designed to provide long-term investment growth whilst limiting the degree to it will 
fluctuate in value, to ensure that the value of benefits promised to members at their Normal 
Retirement Age (NRA) can be provided.        

3.3. Section 1 Non-Core Funds and Section 2: for these benefits, the Trustee has implemented two 
different default investment arrangements; the Drawdown Lifestyle Option and the Cash Lifestyle 
Option.  These Lifestyle Options have been designed to be appropriate for the typical member 
and the Lifestyle Option into which members benefits were invested was dependent upon the 
size of their fund.  The key features of the Drawdown Lifestyle Option and the Cash Lifestyle 
Option are as follows:   

3.3.1. Both Lifestyle Options invest across a portfolio of underlying investment funds.  Each 
underlying fund is designed to provide exposure to different degrees of investment risk 
funds depending upon each member’s term to their Normal Retirement Age (NRA) and 
will hold different asset classes in different proportions.  The NRA of the Plan is set at age 
65, however members can amend this should they wish.   

3.3.2. When a member is more than 5 years from NRA, both Lifestyle Options invest exclusively 
in the Phoenix Oracle Lifestyle Growth Fund, which aims to grow the value of each 
member’s benefits whilst providing less exposure to investment volatility (but a potentially 
lower return) than investing solely in a portfolio of global equities.  The Phoenix Oracle 
Lifestyle Growth Fund invests: 

 20% in the Phoenix BlackRock Absolute Return Bond Fund; 
 25% in the Phoenix BlackRock Diversified Growth Fund; 
 25% in the Phoenix Invesco Perpetual Global Targeted Return Fund 
 30% in the Phoenix BlackRock Aquila Life MSCI World Index Fund. 

3.3.3. From 5 years to NRA, the Lifestyle Options will automatically and gradually switch into a 
portfolio of funds that have been designed to be suitable for taking benefits either as cash 
or using drawdown, as follows:  

 Drawdown Lifestyle Option: this option has been designed to limit the extent to 
which members’ benefits are exposed to large fluctuations in value in the approach 
to NRA, but to also provide the potential for future growth. At NRA the assets are 
split:   

 60% in the Phoenix Oracle Lifestyle Growth Fund; 
 15% in the Phoenix Oracle Index Linked Fund; 
 25% in the Phoenix Oracle Cash Fund.   

 Cash Lifestyle Option: this option has been designed to protect the value of 
members’ benefits at NRA. At NRA the assets are split: 

 50% in the Phoenix Oracle Cash Fund 
 50% in the Phoenix Oracle Active Bond Fund.   
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Alternative investment options 

3.4. Alongside the default investment arrangements described above, the Trustee has made available 
a number of additional investment options from which members are able to self-select.  These 
are as follows:  

3.4.1. An Annuity Lifestyle Option which invests in the same fund as the Drawdown and Cash 
Lifestyle Options up to 5 years before NRA.  At NRA this Lifestyle Option targets a portfolio 
of funds that is deemed to be suitable for those members who wish to purchase an annuity 
with their benefits.     

3.4.2. A range of individual investment funds which hold different asset classes and have different 
investment objectives.  This includes one fund, the BNY Mellon Real Return Fund, which is 
closed to new investors.  

Monitoring and review of the default investment arrangement and alternative options 

3.5. The Trustee, together with its professional advisers, monitors the investment options offered 
through the Plan on a quarterly basis.  This monitoring looks at the performance of the default 
investment strategies as well as all of the alternative investment options offered through the Plan 
to ensure that they are consistent with their stated aims and objectives.  It also considers any 
developments or changes with the fund manager.   

3.6. The Trustee reviews the default investment arrangements at least annually and completes a 
strategic review at least every three years.  In November 2020 the Trustee appointed Isio as its 
investment adviser and Isio commenced a strategic review of the default strategy for Core Funds 
towards the end of 2020.  The results of this review are still being finalised and further details will 
be provided in next year’s Statement alongside a summary of any changes that have been made.  
It is expected that a strategic review of the Non-core Funds default strategy, as well as the wider 
range of investment options, will take place across 2022.   

Further information on investments 

3.7. Further information on the range of investment options provided through the Plan are set out in 
the Statement of Investment Principles dated September 2020.  This was reviewed during the 
Plan year to take account of the changes to the Plan’s investment options, the Trustee’s 
stewardship policies and its arrangements with the Plan’s asset managers.     

3.8. For the purposes of Regulation 2A of the Occupational Pension Schemes (Investment) 
Regulations 2005, the SIP sets out further details around the Trustee’s investment objectives, and 
covers the following key matters in relation to the default investment strategies, including: 

3.8.1. The Trustee’s aims and objectives in relation to the investments held in the default 
investment arrangements.  

3.8.2. The Trustee’s policies on issues such as the kinds of investments to be held, the balance 
between different kinds of investment, investment risks (including how such risks are 
measured and managed), the expected return on investments, the realisation of 
investments. 

3.8.3. An explanation of how these aims, objectives and policies are intended to ensure that 
assets are invested in the best interests of members.    

3.9. A copy of the latest DC SIP is appended to this Statement as Appendix 1.  The latest DC SIP is 
also available on the following website: https://myoraclepension.com/assets/download/formal-
plan-docs/Oracle-UK-Pension-Plan-Statement-of-Investment-Principles-SIP-2020.pdf   
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4. Core financial transactions  
4.1. The Trustee has a duty to ensure that ‘core financial transactions’ are processed promptly and 

accurately.  Core financial transactions comprise the following:  

4.1.1. The investment of contributions.  

4.1.2. Transfers into and out of the Plan. 

4.1.3. Investment switches. 

4.1.4. Payments out of the Plan.  

DC Section administration 

4.2. Over the Plan year, the administration functions of the Plan were outsourced to, and completed 
by, Barnett Waddingham LLP.  The scope of these administration functions are formally recorded 
in a service agreement between the Trustee and Barnett Waddingham which was agreed at 
outset.  This service agreement is reviewed periodically to ensure that the range and type of 
services provided remain suitable.      

4.3. To ensure the accuracy and timeliness of processing of all Plan core financial transactions, the 
Trustee has established robust reporting and monitoring processes which include the following: 

4.3.1. The day-to-day monitoring of administration standards is undertaken by Oracle’s in-house 
pensions team who scrutinise the performance of Barnett Waddingham.  The in-house 
pensions team has regular contact with representatives of Barnett Waddingham to ensure 
any errors identified are rectified without member detriment.    

4.3.2. Service Level Agreements (SLAs) have been agreed between the Trustee and Barnett 
Waddingham.  These SLAs set out the agreed maximum timescales and accuracy standards 
for all services provided by Barnett Waddingham in respect of the Plan.  The agreed SLAs 
for the core financial transactions identified in 4.1 above are as follows:  

Core financial transaction SLA 

Investment of contributions/investment switches 95% within 5 days 

Transfers into the Plan 95% within 5 days 

Transfers out of the Plan 95% within 3 days 

Payments out of the Plan 95% within 5 days 

4.3.3. Barnett Waddingham also has SLAs in place for other services it provides including; 
assisting with member enquiries, amending member records and issuing information.       

4.3.4. Barnett Waddingham provides the Trustee with quarterly administration reports that 
document its performance against the agreed SLAs.  The Trustee considers these reports 
in detail as a regular item at its quarterly meetings.   
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4.3.5. Over the Plan year, the SLAs achieved for each of the core financial transactions outlined 
above were as follows:    

Core financial transaction Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 

Investment of contributions/ Investment switches 83% 100% 85% 67% 

Transfers into the Plan N/A N/A N/A N/A 

Transfers out of the Plan 96% 98% 95% 85% 

Payments out of the Plan 98% 97% 91% 80% 

Note: N/A denotes that no activity of this kind occurred over the quarter.    

4.3.6. As part of its ongoing consideration of service standards, the Trustee noted that the SLAs 
achieved by Barnett Waddingham fell short of target, in particular towards the end of the 
Plan year.  The Trustee has been liaising with Barnett Waddingham to understand the 
reasons for the fall in SLA’s (which included increased member demand, a review of factors 
and team changes over the period) and notes that SLAs have improved in subsequent 
months.  The Trustee will continue to keep SLAs under close review.    

4.3.7. Barnett Waddingham operates a pooled banking facility.  The Barnett Waddingham 
pension administration system is updated daily to show reconciled balances to the pooled 
banking system.  Financial Conduct Authority regulations for holding client monies mean 
that Barnett Waddingham must carry out an internal and external reconciliation every 
day.   Barnett Waddingham’s internal controls are audited annually and this is evidenced 
to the independent auditor.  The Trustee has received a demonstration of the cash handling 
systems to show how transactions are reconciled and approved. 

4.3.8. The administrator’s processes are subject to internal controls procedures and adhere to 
AAF standards. Information about Barnett Waddingham’s administration procedures and 
controls can be found in its AAF report which is published online: www.barnett-
waddingham.co.uk/aaf-0106-report/.   

4.3.9. Administration is captured as part of the Plan’s risk register which clearly documents the 
administrative risks associated with the operation of the Plan.  This also includes details of 
the controls established by the Trustee to mitigate such risks.  The risk registered is 
considered as part of the quarterly Trustee meeting process with a detailed review at least 
annually, the last detailed review was carried out following the Trustee meeting in July 
2021.        

Trustee view of core financial transactions 

4.4. In view of the controls and monitoring arrangements, and the lack of material issues experienced 
during the Plan year, the Trustee is satisfied that the core financial transactions have been 
processed promptly and accurately.   
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5. Charges and transaction costs  
5.1. Members of the Plan pay the costs and charges levied by the investment managers for the funds 

in which they are invested. These differ between the investment funds available and consist of 
the following:  

5.1.1. Charges: these are collected by deduction of investment units and are expressed as a 
percentage of the value of each member’s holdings within an investment fund.  They are 
referred to as a Total Expense Ratio (TER) and include the Annual Management Charge any 
additional expenses.   

5.1.2. Transaction cost: these relate to the variable costs incurred within an investment fund 
arising from the trading activities of the fund, e.g. incurred in the buying and selling of 
securities, which are not accounted for in the TER.   

5.2. All administration, communication and governance costs in respect of the Plan’s benefits are met 
by Oracle as the sponsoring employer.  

5.3. The following tables provide details of the charges and transaction costs applied to each of the 
investment options offered through the Plan over the Plan year.  This data has been sourced from 
Phoenix whose platform is used to access the Plan’s investment funds and covers the year to 31 
March 2021.  No charge or transaction cost data is missing. 

5.4. The Trustee requested cost and charge data for all funds offered through the Plan from Phoenix 
for the period to 31 May 2021, however Phoenix can only currently provide this data quarterly 
due to an absence of the required information from each of the underlying fund managers.  The 
Trustee, in conjunction with its professional advisers, will continue to work with Phoenix provide 
the information required.  

The Lifestyle Options 

5.5. The following table provides details of the combined TER’s and transaction costs for the Lifestyle 
Options provided through the Plan.  As the investments held by the Lifestyle Options will change 
in the approach to NRA this is reflected in the range of charges provided.    

Investment option TER Transaction costs [1] 

Drawdown Lifestyle Option 0.35% - 0.47%  0.3034% - 0.4757% 

Cash Lifestyle Option  0.35% - 0.47% 0.4757% - 0.5192% 

Annuity Lifestyle Option  0.15% - 0.47% 0.0172% - 0.4757% 
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The individual fund options  

The following table provides details of the TER’s and transaction costs for the self-select options 
provided through the Plan. 

Investment option TER Transaction costs [1] 

Active   

Phoenix CIS Oracle Diversified Growth Fund 0.49% 0.4358% 

Phoenix CIS Oracle Lifestyle Growth Fund 0.47% 0.4757% 

Phoenix CIS Oracle Active Bond Fund 0.50% 1.0240% 

Phoenix CIS BNY Mellon Real Return (closed to new investment) 0.70% 0.5071% 

Phoenix CIS BlackRock Diversified Growth Fund 0.59% 0.5380% 

Phoenix CIS MFS Meridian Global Equity Institutional Fund  0.72% 0.0659% 

Phoenix CIS Oracle Active UK Equity Fund 0.71% 0.3522% 

Phoenix CIS Threadneedle Pensions Property Fund 0.78% 0.1852% 

Phoenix CIS Oracle Cash Fund 0.19% 0.0144% 

Phoenix CIS Invesco Global Target Return 0.76% 0.5133% 

Passive   

Phoenix CIS LGIM Global Equity Fixed Weights 50/50 Index Fund  0.15% 0.0000%  

Phoenix CIS Oracle Global Equity Fund 0.10% 0.0270% 

Phoenix CIS LGIM UK Equity Fund 0.10% 0.0000%  

Phoenix CIS LGIM Over 15 Year Gilts Index Fund 0.10% 0.0007% 

Phoenix CIS Oracle Index Linked Gilt Fund 0.10% 0.0200% 

Phoenix CIS LGIM Corporate Bond All Stocks Index Fund  0.18% 0.0000%  

Phoenix CIS LGIM Ethical UK Equity Index Fund  0.25% 0.0793% 

[1] In certain circumstances the methodology used for calculating transaction costs (known as 
slippage) can lead to negative costs being reported.  This can be, for example, where other market 
activity pushes the price of the asset being traded down, whilst the transaction was in progress.  
This can result in the asset being purchased for a lower price than when the trade was initiated.  
Where negative costs have been quoted by Phoenix these have been included in the table as a 
zero cost. 
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6. Demonstrating the impact of costs and charges 
To demonstrate the impact of the costs and charges applied through the Plan, the Trustee has 
produced illustrations in line with statutory guidance and the September 2018 guidance from the 
Department for Work & Pensions entitled “Cost and charge reporting: guidance for trustees and 
managers of occupational schemes”. These illustrations are set out below and are designed to 
cater for representative cross-sections of the membership of the Plan.  

To determine the parameters used in these illustrations, the Trustee has analysed the members 
invested in the Plan over the Plan year period and has taken into consideration the range of 
investment options offered to members.  As a result of this analysis the Trustee has elected to 
base these illustrations on the following variables: 

 Pot size: pot sizes of £10,000, £15,000, £50,000 and £75,000 have been used as the Trustee 
considers these to be broadly representative of the pot sizes of members invested across 
Section 1 and Section 2 of the Plan.  

 Future contributions: as all members of the Plan are now no longer actively making pension 
contributions, the Trustee has decided to produce illustrations that assume no future 
contributions will be paid.  

 Investment funds: the investment options selected for these illustrations include the most 
popular by number of members for Section 1 and Section 2 of the Plan, the highest charged 
fund, the lowest charge fund, the fund with the highest assumed investment return and the 
fund with the lowest assumed investment return.    

 Timeframe: the illustrations are shown over a 35 year time frame as this covers the 
approximate duration that the youngest member would take to reach NRA. 

For each individual illustration, each savings pot has been projected twice; firstly to allow for the 
assumed investment return gross of the costs and charges of the fund, and then again, but 
adjusted for the cumulative effect of the costs and charges of the fund.  The TER applied is in line 
with the table set out in section 5.5 this Statement and the Transaction Costs are the average of 
those experienced in each fund over the previous 3 years (where available).  

The Trustee is aware that the Regulations require the transaction costs data used to produce the 
illustrations be based on an average of the past 5 years, however Phoenix was not able to provide 
transaction cost data covering this timeframe for this Statement.  The Trustee, in conjunction with 
its professional advisers, will continue to remind Phoenix of its legal duty to provide such 
information. 

The illustrations are presented in two different ways:  

 For the Lifestyle Options, the illustrations have been calculated based on the number of years 
until the member reaches their chosen retirement date. This is because the underlying asset 
allocation and therefore the costs and charges of the Default change over time and this needs 
to be reflected in the illustrations. 

 For the Oracle Diversified Fund and the other self-select funds, the illustrations have been 
calculated based upon the number of years (from 31 May 2021) that a member expects to be 
invested in those funds.  
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Guidance to the illustrations 

Notes on the illustrations are as follows; 

1. Projected pot sizes are shown in today’s terms and consequently do not need to be 
reduced further for the effects of future inflation.  Inflation is assumed to remain constant 
throughout the term of the illustrations at 2.5%. 

2. Each illustration assumes up to 35 years of membership leading up to the Plan’s normal 
retirement age of 65. 

3. Values shown are estimates and not guaranteed. 

4. The starting date for the illustrations is 31 May 2021.  

5. The projected growth rates, gross of costs and charges, for each fund or arrangement have 
been provided by Barnett Waddingham LLP and are in line with the 2021 Statutory Money 
Purchase Illustrations (SMPI).  They are calculated with reference to the Financial Report 
Council’s Actuarial Standards TM1 and are set out in the table below, alongside the TER 
and Transaction costs used to produce the illustrations.  

Fund/strategy name Nominal return Real return TER 
Transaction cost (3 yr 

average) 

Drawdown Lifestyle [1] 2.72% - 3.87% 0.22% - 1.37% 0.35% - 0.47%  0.2362% - 0.3634% [2] 

Cash Lifestyle [1] 1.10% - 3.87% -1.40% - 1.37% 0.35% - 0.47% 0.3634% - 0.4694% [2] 

Oracle Diversified Growth Fund 4.40% 1.90% 0.49% 0.3151% 

LGIM Global Equity Fixed 
Weights 50:50 Index Fund 4.80% 2.30% 0.15% 0.0000% [3] 

LGIM Over 15 Year Gilts Index 
Fund 

0.80% -1.70% 0.10% 0.0134% 

Oracle Active Bond Fund 1.40% -1.10% 0.500% 0.9250% 

LGIM UK Equity Index 4.80% 2.30% 0.10% 0.0000% [3] 

[1] These figures have been calculated as a weighted average of the underlying funds and the range provided 
reflects the change to asset allocation from 5 years to Normal Retirement Age. 

[2] The transaction costs for the Oracle Lifestyle Growth Fund and Oracle Active Bond Fund which make up part of 
the Lifestyle Strategies are only available for part of 2020 as the funds were only recently introduced to the Plan. 
The transaction cost figure shown are therefore not three year averages.    

[3] Where negative transaction costs have been quoted these are assumed to be zero for the purposes of the 
illustrations. 

Important note: each of the illustrations allow for the future impact of inflation which, for certain 
funds, is higher than the assumed rate of growth. This is why the real terms value of the savings 
pot decreases over time is some cases.  
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Phoenix CIS Oracle Diversified Growth Fund 

An illustration has been included for the Oracle Diversified Growth Fund as it is the default investment 
arrangement for Core benefits held through Section 1 of the Plan and a popular self-select investment 
option. 

Years of 
investment 

from 31 
May 2021 

Starting pot size 
£10,000 

Starting pot size 
£15,000 

Starting pot size 
£50,000 

Starting pot size 
£75,000 

 Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

0 £10,000 £10,000 £15,000 £15,000 £50,000 £50,000 £75,000 £75,000 
1 £10,185 £10,107 £15,278 £15,160 £50,927 £50,534 £76,390 £75,801 
5 £10,962 £10,546 £16,443 £15,818 £54,809 £52,728 £82,214 £79,092 
10 £12,016 £11,121 £18,024 £16,681 £60,081 £55,605 £90,121 £83,407 
15 £13,172 £11,728 £19,758 £17,592 £65,860 £58,639 £98,789 £87,958 
20 £14,439 £12,368 £21,658 £18,551 £72,194 £61,838 £108,291 £92,757 
25 £15,828 £13,042 £23,741 £19,564 £79,138 £65,212 £118,707 £97,818 
30 £17,350 £13,754 £26,025 £20,631 £86,750 £68,770 £130,125 £103,155 
35 £19,019 £14,504 £28,528 £21,757 £95,094 £72,522 £142,641 £108,784 

Note on how to read this table: If a member had £15,000 invested in this option on 31 May 2021, when 
they came to retire in 10 years’ time the savings pot could be £18,024 if no charges are applied but 
£16,681 with charges applied. 

Drawdown Lifestyle Option  
An illustration has been included for the Drawdown Lifestyle Option as it is one of the default investment 
arrangements for Section 2 of the Plan and for Non-core benefits held through Section 1 of the Plan.  It 
is also the most popular investment option for members invested in Section 2.     

Years 
from 

taking 
benefits 

Starting pot size 
£10,000 

Starting pot size 
£15,000 

Starting pot size 
£50,000 

Starting pot size 
£75,000 

 Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

0 £10,000 £10,000 £15,000 £15,000 £50,000 £50,000 £75,000 £75,000 
1 £10,021 £9,964 £15,032 £14,946 £50,107 £49,819 £75,160 £74,728 
5 £10,336 £9,996 £15,503 £14,994 £51,678 £49,979 £77,516 £74,969 
10 £11,045 £10,260 £16,567 £15,390 £55,225 £51,302 £82,837 £76,952 
15 £11,803 £10,532 £17,705 £15,798 £59,015 £52,658 £88,523 £78,988 
20 £12,613 £10,810 £18,920 £16,215 £63,066 £54,051 £94,599 £81,077 
25 £13,479 £11,096 £20,218 £16,644 £67,395 £55,481 £101,092 £83,222 
30 £14,404 £11,390 £21,606 £17,085 £72,021 £56,949 £108,031 £85,423 
35 £15,393 £11,691 £23,089 £17,536 £76,964 £58,455 £115,447 £87,682 

Note on how to read this table: If a member had £15,000 invested in this option on 31 May 2021, when 
they came to retire in 10 years’ time the savings pot could be £16,567 if no charges are applied but 
£15,390 with charges applied. 
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Cash Lifestyle Option  
An illustration has been included for the Cash Lifestyle Option as it is one of the default investment 
arrangements for Section 2 of the Plan and for Non-core benefits held through Section 1 of the Plan.        

Years 
from 

taking 
benefits 

Starting pot size 
£10,000 

Starting pot size 
£15,000 

Starting pot size 
£50,000 

Starting pot size 
£75,000 

 Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

0 £10,000 £10,000 £15,000 £15,000 £50,000 £50,000 £75,000 £75,000 
1 £9,863 £9,784 £14,795 £14,676 £49,317 £48,920 £73,976 £73,380 
5 £9,857 £9,467 £14,785 £14,200 £49,285 £47,334 £73,927 £71,001 
10 £10,533 £9,717 £15,800 £14,576 £52,667 £48,586 £79,001 £72,880 
15 £11,257 £9,974 £16,885 £14,961 £56,283 £49,872 £84,424 £74,807 
20 £12,029 £10,238 £18,044 £15,357 £60,146 £51,191 £90,219 £76,786 
25 £12,855 £10,509 £19,282 £15,763 £64,274 £52,545 £96,411 £78,817 
30 £13,737 £10,787 £20,606 £16,180 £68,686 £53,935 £103,029 £80,902 
35 £14,680 £11,072 £22,020 £16,608 £73,401 £55,361 £110,101 £83,042 

Note on how to read this table: If a member had £15,000 invested in this option on 31 May 2021, when 
they came to retire in 10 years’ time the savings pot could be £15,800 if no charges are applied but 
£14,576 with charges applied. 

Phoenix CIS LGIM UK Equity Index 
An illustration has been included for this fund as it is one of the funds offered through the Plan with the 
highest assumed investment return and the lowest overall charges.      

Years of 
investment 

from 31 
May 2021 

Starting pot size 
£10,000 

Starting pot size 
£15,000 

Starting pot size 
£50,000 

Starting pot size 
£75,000 

 Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

0 £10,000 £10,000 £15,000 £15,000 £50,000 £50,000 £75,000 £75,000 
1 £10,224 £10,215 £15,337 £15,322 £51,122 £51,073 £76,683 £76,610 
5 £11,173 £11,120 £16,760 £16,680 £55,867 £55,601 £83,801 £83,402 

10 £12,485 £12,366 £18,727 £18,549 £62,423 £61,830 £93,634 £92,745 
15 £13,950 £13,751 £20,924 £20,627 £69,748 £68,756 £104,622 £103,134 
20 £15,586 £15,292 £23,380 £22,938 £77,932 £76,459 £116,899 £114,688 
25 £17,415 £17,005 £26,123 £25,507 £87,077 £85,024 £130,616 £127,536 
30 £19,459 £18,910 £29,189 £28,365 £97,295 £94,548 £145,943 £141,823 
35 £21,743 £21,028 £32,614 £31,542 £108,713 £105,140 £163,069 £157,710 

Note on how to read this table: If a member had £15,000 invested in this option on 31 May 2021, when 
they came to retire in 10 years, the savings pot could grow to £18,727 if no charges are applied but to 
£18,549 with charges applied. 
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Phoenix CIS LGIM Over 15 Year Gilts Index Fund  
An illustration has been included for this fund as it is a self-select investment option with the lowest 
assumed investment return.     

Years of 
investment 

from 31 
May 2021 

Starting pot size 
£10,000 

Starting pot size 
£15,000 

Starting pot size 
£50,000 

Starting pot size 
£75,000 

 Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

0 £10,000 £10,000 £15,000 £15,000 £50,000 £50,000 £75,000 £75,000 
1 £9,834 £9,823 £14,751 £14,735 £49,171 £49,115 £73,756 £73,673 
5 £9,198 £9,146 £13,797 £13,719 £45,989 £45,731 £68,983 £68,596 
10 £8,460 £8,365 £12,690 £12,548 £42,300 £41,826 £63,449 £62,739 
15 £7,781 £7,651 £11,672 £11,476 £38,906 £38,255 £58,359 £57,382 
20 £7,157 £6,998 £10,736 £10,497 £35,785 £34,989 £53,678 £52,483 
25 £6,583 £6,400 £9,874 £9,600 £32,914 £32,001 £49,372 £48,002 
30 £6,055 £5,854 £9,082 £8,781 £30,274 £29,269 £45,411 £43,903 
35 £5,569 £5,354 £8,354 £8,031 £27,845 £26,770 £41,768 £40,155 

Note on how to read this table: If a member had £15,000 invested in this option on 31 May 2021, when 
they came to retire in 10 years, the savings pot could be £12,690 if no charges are applied but to £12,548 
with charges applied. 

Phoenix CIS Oracle Active Bond Fund 
An illustration has been included for this fund as it is the investment option with the highest overall 
charge.     

Years of 
investment 

from 31 
May 2021 

Starting pot size 
£10,000 

Starting pot size 
£15,000 

Starting pot size 
£50,000 

Starting pot size 
£75,000 

 Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

Before 
charges 

After 
charges 

0 £10,000 £10,000 £15,000 £15,000 £50,000 £50,000 £75,000 £75,000 
1 £9,893 £9,754 £14,839 £14,630 £49,463 £48,768 £74,195 £73,152 
5 £9,475 £8,828 £14,212 £13,241 £47,374 £44,138 £71,061 £66,206 
10 £8,977 £7,792 £13,466 £11,689 £44,886 £38,962 £67,329 £58,444 
15 £8,506 £6,879 £12,759 £10,318 £42,529 £34,394 £63,793 £51,591 
20 £8,059 £6,072 £12,089 £9,108 £40,295 £30,361 £60,443 £45,542 
25 £7,636 £5,360 £11,454 £8,040 £38,179 £26,801 £57,268 £40,202 
30 £7,235 £4,732 £10,852 £7,098 £36,174 £23,659 £54,261 £35,489 
35 £6,855 £4,177 £10,282 £6,265 £34,274 £20,885 £51,411 £31,327 

Note on how to read this table: If a member had £15,000 invested in this option on 31 May 2021, when 
they came to retire in 10 years, the savings pot could be £13,466 if no charges are applied but £11,689 
with charges applied. 
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7. Value for members 
7.1. The Trustee is required to assess annually the extent to which the charges and transaction costs 

borne by members represent good value. 

7.2. The Trustee undertook such analysis together with their professional advisers Isio with the 
findings and the Plan’s position relative to his peers set out in a report. The Trustee has considered 
this report and confirmed its assessment of value for members, effective as at 31 May 2021, as 
set out below. 

7.3. The Trustee has identified the following areas where they believe there is a benefit derived by 
members; these benefits can be financial or non-financial in nature: 

7.3.1. Plan charges 

7.3.2. Investment  

7.3.3. Retirement support 

7.3.4. Governance 

7.3.5. Administration 

7.3.6. Education and Engagement 

7.4. The assessment takes into account available research on the costs and features of other DC 
schemes for comparison purposes in respect of the six core benefit categories identified above.  
The assessment for this Plan year was completed in August 2021.  

7.4.1. Plan charges 

 Based on the profile of the Plan arrangements, the Trustee believes that the Plan 
charges are competitive when compared to current market rates.   

 The charges paid by members for the default investment arrangements and the 
majority of self-select funds are below the statutory Charge Cap. 

 The Trustee regularly monitors transaction costs. 

7.4.2. Investment 

 The Plan is ahead of the market in this area; the investment choices available have 
been designed, following advice from the Plan's investment adviser, with the 
specific needs of members in mind and are reviewed regularly. 

 The growth phase of the default strategies are well diversified. 

 There is a range of pre-retirement lifestyle options available to members. 

 There is a wide range of funds for members to self-select including main and 
alternative asset classes. 

7.4.3. Retirement support 

 The Plan is ahead of the market in this area for similar, closed schemes but the 
Trustee could consider reviewing the at retirement process to ensue members 
needs are met and that members are well educated on retirement options.  
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7.4.4. Governance 

 The Plan is ahead of the market in this area. 

 The Trustee believes that good governance is key to ensuring that a framework 
exists and is actively in use to help deliver better member outcomes.   

 The Trustee regularly reviews and updates its governance processes and 
procedures to make sure that these meet legal requirements and industry best 
practice. 

 Governance costs are met by the Employer. 

7.4.5. Administration 

 The Plan is ahead of the market in this area with most areas receiving the highest 
scoring possible. 

 The Trustee has appointed Barnett Waddingham to provide administration 
services to the Plan and is satisfied that Barnett Waddingham has sufficient checks 
in place to monitor and report on the standard of the administration service and 
to ensure that, if administrative errors do occur, members are not disadvantaged 
as a result.  

7.4.6. Education and Engagement 

 The Plan is broadly in line with the market in this area. 

 The Trustee has  a communications strategy, regularly reviews member 
communications and makes good use of technology 

 Members have access to information and modelling tools to aid their retirement 
journey although the tools are not bespoke to the Plan. 

 The Trustee could consider if it would be possible to provide additional support 
especially to deferred members not in service with the Employer although it is 
expected that their current employer and ongoing pension provider will have 
provision in place.   

7.5. Overall, the Trustee is confident that the Plan provides good value for members. 

8. Trustee knowledge and understanding 
The Trustee Board  

8.1. Dalriada Trustees Limited (“Dalriada”) has been a Trustee of the Plan since 10 December 2013 
and the sole independent professional trustee since 1 August 2017.  Throughout its appointment, 
Dalriada has been represented by Adrian Kennett and Greig McGuinness.  There has been no 
changes to the Trustee over the Plan year.   

Knowledge and expertise of the Trustee 

8.2. As an independent professional Trustee, Dalriada brings a high degree of pension experience, 
knowledge and expertise to the management of the Plan and have the requisite knowledge and 
skills to undertake a trustee role effectively. 
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8.3. Both Dalriada representatives are familiar with the Plan governing documentation having 
overseen a consolidation review of the Plan’s Trust Deed & Rules. They have also been 
instrumental in the development and implementation of other existing Plan governance 
documents and policies.   

8.4. As an independent professional trustee, representatives of Dalriada are subject to external audit 
with regards to the maintenance of knowledge and understanding that is both relevant and 
appropriate to their ongoing appointments.  This includes the need to complete the Pensions 
Regulator’s trustee toolkit which ensures a good level of knowledge around the law relating to 
pensions and trusts and the procedures and the principles of investment and funding.   

8.5. Mr Kennett is a Fellow member, and Mr McGuinness an Associate member, of the Pensions 
Management Institute and both also hold membership of the Association of Professional Pension 
Trustees and both are Accredited Members of the Association of Professional Pensions Trustees.  
As such, both are required to comply with the Continuous Professional Development (CPD) 
requirements of these professional organisations.  This ensures that the Dalriada representatives 
maintain their knowledge of the regulatory framework and are able to put this into practice when 
managing the Plan.  This includes compliance with regulatory duties, overseeing service providers, 
taking and challenging advice from the Plans professional advisers and managing the Plan for 
the benefit of members. 

8.6. The Dalriada representatives are also able to call on colleagues with specific expertise as and 
when required.  In particular Simon Cohen and David Fogarty have both sat on the Investment 
Sub Committee during the year to allow the Plan to benefit from the pensions scheme investment 
experience and expertise.  David Fogarty also played a key role in the review of Investment 
Consultancy provision and the ongoing review of the Section 1 Core Fund default strategy.  

8.7. Training on aspects of investments, scheme management and regulation (both of a general 
nature and in relation to the Plan) is provided at Trustee meetings by the Trustee’s professional 
advisers and Trustee training is a standing item agenda.  Such training is complemented by 
attendance at pensions focussed conferences, seminars and courses as well as the wider CPD 
activities described above. 

8.8. Over the Plan year, representatives of Dalriada have undertaken training and attended seminars 
which include, but are not limited to: 

8.8.1. DC governance and future regulatory change and how these developments will need to be 
accommodated through the Plan 

8.8.2. Developing regulations regarding the incorporation of Environmental, Social and 
Governance (ESG) factors and how such factors are integrated by the Plans investment 
managers.   

8.8.3. DC investment options, trends and communications 

8.8.4. Regulatory updates on the role of the Trustee during Covid 19 

8.8.5. Pensions Legal update    

8.8.6. Various external seminars, conferences, webinars and other virtual events.   
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8.9. The Trustee considers that its training is consistent with TPR’s Trustee Knowledge and 
Understanding requirements (Code of Practice 7) and provides a mixture of generic and bespoke 
training sessions.  This, together with the ongoing work in relation to the Plan and the access to 
professional advisers ensures that the Trustee has sufficient knowledge and understanding of the 
relevant principles relating to the funding and investment of occupational schemes as well as the 
law relating to pensions and trusts.      

Access to professional advice 

8.10. The Trustee has appointed recognised and suitably qualified legal advisers and investment 
consultants, who provide advice on the operation of the Plan in accordance with the Plan’s Trust 
Deed and Rules and in compliance with legislation.  The appointment and an assessment of the 
Trustee’s advisers is reviewed on an annual basis. 

8.11. The Trustee consults with its professional advisers as and when required, for example, on 
investments, governance and legal matters.  Its professional advisers alert the Trustee on relevant 
changes to pensions legislation. 

8.12. Over the Plan year, the Trustee received advice and consulted with its professional advisers on 
the following: 

8.12.1. The Implementation Statement, setting out how the Trustee has implemented the policies 
referred to in the SIP. 

8.12.2. The triennial strategic investment review. 

8.12.3. The updates to the Plan’s SIP, to include the Trustee’s stewardship policies and the 
arrangements with asset managers. 

8.12.4. The Value for Member assessment.  

8.12.5. The triennial valuation of the DB underpin section of the Plan was concluded and signed 
off in October 2020. 

Trustee’s knowledge of the Plan’s governing documentation  

8.13. The Trustee is conversant with the Plan’s Trust Deed and Rules as well as all other relevant Plan 
documentation, both through their overall experience in managing the Plan as well as its review 
of such documentation.  Over the Plan year, the Trustee has reviewed the following Plan 
documentation: 

8.13.1. The Trustee reviewed the Plan’s SIP to incorporate information on the Trustee’s 
stewardship policies and its arrangements with the Plan’s asset managers.    

8.13.2. The risk register is reviewed at least annually (the last detailed review was carried out 
following the Trustee meeting in July 2021) to ensure that all relevant risks have been 
identified.  

8.13.3. The member communication materials are updated each tax year and reviewed by the 
Trustee.   

8.13.4. The 2020 Annual Governance Statement.  

8.13.5. The 2020 Report & Accounts.  

8.13.6. The 2020 Implementation Statement. 

8.13.7. A new Schedule of Contributions was agreed in October 2020 following completion of 
the triennial valuation of the DB underpin section of the Plan. 
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Assessment 

8.14. The Trustee considers that the combined knowledge, skills and understanding of the Trustee 
Board, together with the advice  available to the Trustee from its professional advisers, enables 
the Trustee to properly exercise its Trustee functions in the following ways:. 

8.14.1. The Trustee is able to challenge and question advisers, service providers and other parties 
effectively 

8.14.2. Trustee decisions are made in accordance with the Plan rules and in line with trust law 
duties 

8.14.3. Trustee decisions are not compromised by such things as conflicts or hospitality 
arrangements 

 

 

 ……………………………………………………………………………………….  

Adrian Kennett, for and on behalf of Dalriada Trustees Limited  

Chair of the Trustee           

 

……………………………………………………… 

Date                                                           
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Appendix 1 – Statement of Investment Principles 
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Appendix 1 (Cont) 
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Appendix 1 (Cont) 
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Appendix 1 (Cont) 
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